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“Kroger Lizard”
Replaces Doyle Owl

by SS

        As America erupts in protests against its incredibly racist, increasingly authoritarian jus-
tice system, reporters flocked to Monticello to get the ghost of  former president and found-
ing father Thomas Jefferson’s take on the issue.  Jefferson’s ghost mirrors many Americans in 
his disappointment in the system, but his reasons differ from most.
 
         “Why are all the black people still here?” Jefferson’s ghost wailed to a crowd of  stunned 
reporters.  “They’re not supposed to be here any more! They were supposed to be freed, 
and then all deported so we could just be a nation of  white guys! How rad would that have 
been?” Jefferson’s ghost attempted to receive hi-fives at this point, but when he approached a 
confused reporter who had his hand raised, his ghostly flesh simply passed right through the 
outstretched palm.  The reporter shivered as he lost sensation in his hand.
 
        “This whole thing has been a fucking mess,” Jefferson continued.  “First, we were 
supposed to gradually make slavery less shitty, which is totally doable and not a lost cause to 
begin with.  Then, we were going to get slaveowners whose economic and political power 
depended on owning slaves to agree to release their slaves after a specific date; again, com-
pletely possible and not at all contradictory to human nature.  And then they were supposed 
to leave.  Simple, three step plan.  But no, we couldn’t wait for that, could we? We had to force 
people to stop treating human beings like cows or other livestock, like a bunch of  jerks.  And 
we let the black people stay here! And people are surprised that laws clearly meant to entrench 
white supremacy are unfair to black people? The system is broken.  There are too many black 
people.”
 
        When asked by a reporter how he thinks the system should work, Jefferson’s response 
was simple: “in absence of  black people as citizens.  Just look around, that’s clearly how it’s 
designed to work.  The only alternative to getting rid of  all the black people is to start from 
scratch and build a system that doesn’t have its roots in oppressing and enslaving them.  And 
who’s going to do that?”

         This past weekend, rumors of  an owlfight circulated once again… but this may 
have been the last time. For in this year and this month of  Reed history, a campus 
institution has transformed and will never be the same again. The sacred position 
previously held by the storied Doyle Owl has been usurped, by none other than John 
Kroger, renowned lizard person.  

        Students flocked to the quad Saturday night, gullibly hoping to catch a glimpse of, 
or even touch, the legendary three-hundred-pound stone owl. They found something 
there waiting for them, but it was not what they expected… We asked Marvin Bannett 
‘16, an avid owlfight enthusiast, to describe what went down:

        “At first there was just a crowd of  people, but I pushed my way through, and 
dude, let me tell you, I’ve never been more shocked in my life. I couldn’t believe what I 
saw. It wasn’t the owl at all, but a stone lizard of  pretty respectable size. But, now this is 
gonna sound weird. It was, like, made of  stone, but it was somehow also alive. And call 
me crazy but I just knew in my heart at that moment that it was President John Kroger. 
I don’t understand why, but I know it was him. It was him, I’m telling you.”
 
        Numerous sources have confirmed that over the weekend, possibly out of  frus-
tration with recent disparagement from student groups, Kroger entered his true form 
and shows no sign of  returning to his human guise. He has retreated to local lizard 
society, but is also keeping up the stone-sculpture imitation while on campus, with 
the obvious intention of  taking up the Doyle Owl’s position in Reed lore. Actually, 
it seems like a pretty ingenious way for him to maintain influence on the community 
and keeping a firm eye on the student body, while also distancing himself  from his 
disgraced administrative position.
 
        We could not get a direct statement from Kroger, because lizards can’t talk. But 
we did manage to get something out of  his secretary… she was clearly nervous and 
uncomfortable addressing the situation, but she muttered something about “appropri-
ately scaled decisions” and “deep reptilian chops.” 
 
        We have also not heard from the Doyle Owl, but presumably he is angry and 
frustrated at this unjust threat to his name. Many students fully expect him to retaliate, 
and are highly anticipating his “final boss fight” with the Kroger Lizard.

“I’m disappointed in the system, and in 
how many black people there are here,” 

says ghost of Thomas Jefferson

by EC

Every stoner in Portland Liked Christmas a lot;
It gave all of  them an excuse to smoke pot.

So Santa resented them, all through the season.
Oh, please don’t ask why--you know the reason.

He wanted cookies made of  chocolate and hope,
Not ones full of  mary jane, ganja and dope.

Each year he went out in his sleigh, though, to bring forth the toys,
But only for little straight-edge girls and boys.

So he dragged his big gift sack, in true Santa form,
Down the chimney of  one little “good boy”’s school dorm.

In the common room, yay! He found cookies a’plenty
So to fill up his stomach he went and took twenty.

But alas, when he went back to re-mount his sleigh,
He found that he could not remember the way.

His hands were unsteady, his legs would not hold,
And he found that his brain would not do as it was told.
He’d been poisoned, you see, by much more than a pinch

Of  the terrible, horrible fun-stealing green-ch.

He could not guide his reindeer, so wasted was he,
So he just parked his sleigh down the street ‘neath a tree.

All the parents worldwide sat up, so anxious, in wait,
But alas, all the reindeer knew it was too late:
Santa sat in his sleigh for three hours and ate

All the children’s sweet candy; so much chocolate he ate.

by ER

How the GREENch Stole Christmas (A Cautionary Tale from the DEA)

Wait, is it possible that a government founded by racist slavers like this guy might be 
inherently unfair towards black people? How many body-cameras will it take to fix this?

He’s watching. Always.

I’m not done, though, good children, gather round and don’t dally,
For at four in the morning, good Santa did rally.

He woke up his reindeer and took off  once more,
And flew off  to 20 more houses: a score!

But don’t get me wrong, my good children; his goal
Wasn’t gift giving; no, friends, more candy he stole.

What I’m saying, foul stoners, is not to smoke pot,
Or you’ll destroy everything, so much. A lot.

“YOLO.”  -- Santa Claus


